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[57] ABSTRACT 
A postmix beverage dispensing valve for a beverage 
dispenser, including a volumetric ratio control device 
incorporated therein to provide positive ratio control. 
The device includes a syrup piston and a soda piston 
linked togeher, syrup and soda chambers, and ?ow 
control values vfor controlling the ?ow to and from the 
chambers. The soda pressure drives the pistons. 

10 Claims, 18 Drawing Sheets 
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BEVERAGE DISPENSER SYSTEM USING 
VOLUMETRIC RATIO CONTROL DEVICE 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
’ APPLICATIONS ‘ 

This is a continuation-in-part of copending U.S. pa 
tent application Ser. No. 06/888,546, ?led July 18, 1986 
now abandoned with the same title as this application 
by William S. Credle, Jr.; and is also a continuation-in 
part of copending U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
07/024,933 ?led Mar. 12, 1987, now U.S. Pat. No. 
4,779,761 entitled “Beverage Dispenser Pump System 
With Pressure Control Device” by Arthur G. Rudick, 
Robert D Hughes, Jonathan Kirschner, Kenneth G. 
Smazik and Gary V.- Paisley, which was in turn a con 
tinuation-in-part of abandoned U.S. patent application 
Ser. No. 06/925,426, ?led Oct. 31, 1986, entitled “Bev 
erage Dispenser Pump System with Pressure Control 
Device,” ?led Oct. 31, 1986 by Arthur G. Rudick and 
Robert D. Hughes, IV, and which was also a continua 
tion-in-part of abandoned U.S. patent application Ser. 
No. 06/924,38l, entitled “Post-mix Juice Dispensing 
System” ?led Oct. 29, 1986, by Jonathan Kirschner, 
Kenneth G. Smazik and Gary ‘V. Paisley. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to post-mix-beverage dispens 

ers and to dispensing valves for mixing together and 
dispensing a controlled ratio of syrup and carbonated 
water; more particularly, this invention concerns a vol 
umetric ratio control device in the dispensing valve. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
Known post-mix dispensing valves control syrup and 

soda (carbonated water) ?ow with two mechanical 
?ow controls that are adjusted independently of each 
other to achieve proper mixture ratio. If either ?ow 
control malfunctions or changes, the ratio will change 
because one ?ow control cannot compensate for the 
variations of the other. The mechanical flow controls, 
which require high ?owing pressures (about 50 psig) to 
function properly, do not compensate for viscosity 
changes caused by temperature ?uctuations. New elec 
trical ?ow control valves including sensors and micro 
processors are being developed to overcome these 
problems, however, they are relatively complicated and 
expensive. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

This invention provides a relatively simple, inexpen 
sive, post-mix valve that provides positive ratio control. 
This valve volumetrically controls the amount of syrup 
and soda that are mixed together. The volumetric ratio 
control device (VRCD) includes syrup and soda pistons 
connected together, associated syrup and soda cham 
bers, and valves for controlling the ?ow to and from the 
chambers. The VRCD of this invention provides an 
improvement over known dispensing valves because it 
does not require high ?owing pressures and because the 
pistons allow one liquid flow to compensate for ?uctua 
tions in the other liquid flow. The VRCD of this inven 
tion is simpler and less expensive than the new electrical 
ratio control valves because it is not concerned with 
(and does not measure) temperatures, viscosities, syrup 
characteristics or Reynolds numbers, for example. The 
VRCD is only concerned with repeatedly ?lling volu 
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2 
metric measuring chambers and then emptying the 
chambers into a mixing nozzle. 
Another advantage of this VRCD is that it can work 

with a variety of different post-mix syrup packages. 
Present pressurized post-mix dispensers require a source 
of pressurized syrup to operate correctly. This syrup 
can come from a pressurized ?gal or from a syrup pump 
that is connected to a bag-in-box package. However, it 
is difficult with the present equipment to readily con 
vert from one type of package to another. The VRCD 
of this invention overcomes this shortcoming because it 
can work as a pressurized valve or as a valve/pump 
combination. When operated as a pressure valve, it can 
function properly with high pressure syrup or with low . 
pressure syrup. When operated as a valve/ pump combi 
nation, it can empty the contents of a bag-in-box pack 
age, a vented package, or a very low pressure syrup 
package, without the use of a syrup pump. The VRCD 
also works with a gravity dispenser and will provide 
better ratio control than the gravity dispenser valves 
presently being used. To summarize, the VRCD will 
work with either a gravity dispenser or a pressurized 
dispenser. It will work with pressurized containers (fi 
gals) or non-pressurized containers (bag-in-box, syrup 
containers, etc.). Because the VRCD in this invention 
works with syrups at no pressure and at low pressures, 
the present invention also includes inexpensive, non 
returnable, syrup containers including one that can 
operate at no pressure and ones that can be pressurized 
up to about 5 to 10 psig. Such low- pressure containers 
could not previously have been used because of the high 
pressures required to make the known pressurized dis 
pensing valves operate properly. It is also important to 
note that the VRCD of this invention can work with all 
of these different types of dispensers and syrup pack 
ages, and it can do so without making any adjustments 
to the dispensing valve, and without adding any auxil- ' 
iary equipment (such as a syrup pump) to the valve or 
dispenser. 
A preferred embodiment of this invention uses check 

valves to control the syrup flow to and from the syrup 
metering piston, along with a pressure regulator to 
pressurize the outlet line to prevent “blow-through” of 
concentrate. This provides a simpler, less expensive, 
and smaller device. 

It is an object of the present invention to provide a 
simple, inexpensive, post-mix dispensing valve that can 
provide positive ratio control. 

It is another object of the present invention to pro 
vide a beverage dispenser and a beverage dispenser 
valve that work with a variety of different post-mix 
syrup packages and that do so without making any 
adjustments to the valve or adding any auxiliary equip 
ment to the valve or to the dispenser. . 

It is another object of the present invention to pro 
vide a beverage dispenser and a beverage dispenser 
valve that can readily convert from one type of syrup 
package to another. 

It is another object of the present invention to pro 
vide a dispensing valve for a beverage dispenser that 
can operate as a valve/pump combination that can 
empty the contents of a bag-in-box package or a non 
returnable, low pressure or no pressure syrup package, 
without the use of a syrup pump. 

It is another object of the present invention to pro 
vide a beverage dispensing method using a dispensing 
valve incorporating a volumetric ratio control device 












